MIT Gathers to Honor Rabin
In Lobby 7 Memorial Service

By Shang-Ui Chuang
staff reporter

The unified chorus of Shir Lashalom, the Song of Peace, together with sobs and sighs echoed in Lobby 7 yesterday as members of the MIT community gathered to honor the slain prime minister of Israel, Yitzhak Rabin.

Rabin, the country's eighth prime minister and the first born in Israel, was assassinated Saturday by Yigal Amir, a Jewish, right-wing law student, following the country's largest peace rally. His funeral, attended by several heads of state including President Clinton, was held yesterday in Jerusalem.

Rabin is considered most responsible for Middle East peace agreements with Jordan and the Palestinians, its historic enemies. Rabin and Palestinian Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat were awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1995.

Rabin the peacemaker began his life as a warrior, first as a soldier during the 1948 Middle East war defending Jerusalem against Arab troops, and later as the Israeli Army Chief of Staff during the Six Day War.

The memorial service included remarks from President Charles M. Vest, MIT Hillel Director Miriam Rosenblum, Academic Affairs Officer of the Consulate of Israel to America, and Professor of Economics Franklin M. Fisher, of Harvard University's Institute for Social and Economic Policy in the Middle East.

Daniel Katz G lit a candle in memory of Rabin. Hillel President Jonathan Katz '96 and Vice President Naomi S. Korn '97 led the audience in a reading of Psalm 23. The audience joined Techiya, the MIT Jewish a cappella group, in singing the Jewish prayer, Oseh Shalom, and the Israeli national anthem, Hatikva.

Rabin "was a soldier, a nation builder, statesman, and most importantly, a man," said Rabin, Page 13.

Jonathan Katz '96 and Naomi S. Korn '97, president and vice president of MIT Hillel, addressed members of the Institute community gathered in Lobby 7 yesterday afternoon for a memorial service for Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin. Rabin was assassinated following a peace rally in Tel Aviv Saturday afternoon.

UROP Participation Declines Slightly; New Program Begins

By Scott Rohnst

Due to funding cuts, the total number of students participating in the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program declined significantly for students, has started the Undergraduate Corporate Research Fellowship program that will allow companies to fund student research projects supervised by faculty mentors.

In addition to the 1994 program, students can get paid UROP jobs from either the UROP Office or the lab department they work for. UROPs can also be taken for credit or as a volunteer basis.

Poster Fire Prompts
Evacuation of Baker
Non-resident suspected in Saturday blaze

By Shwadee Eshgh

Cambridge firefighters and Campus Police were called to evacuate Baker House early Saturday morning after posters in a fifth-floor lounge were deliberately set on fire.

Campus Police are in the process of conferring an investigation into the case and questioning any possible suspects, said Chief of Police Anne P. Glavin.

The Baker desk received a call around 1:45 a.m. on Saturday that setting fire to posters in the fifth west lounge, said Baker House President Catherine D. Conley '96. At this time, residents were alerted that there was an intruder in the building.

The desk then alerted Campus Police about the fire, Glavin said. After the fire department arrived and extinguished the fire, the dormitory was evacuated. While there were no witnesses present at the time of the fire, those who were present afterward were questioned by Campus Police, Glavin said.

"We are not sure who did it, but we have a pretty good idea that it was not a Baker resident," Conley said.

"It is not known who extinguished the fire. Even though the fire had been put out, the firefighters evacuated Baker House around 2:15 a.m.," Conley said. The fire department is required by law to evacuate a building if there has been a fire at any point, she said. Residents and partygoers were allowed back into the building less than 30 minutes.

Inside

Police Log

Police were called to investigate posters in a dormitory at Baker House. The fire department was called to the scene. The fire was extinguished by the firefighters. The building was evacuated, and the residents were allowed back in. The cause of the fire is unknown.

Women's cross country takes second place in conference.

Bentley University football coach Dom Germano resigned.

Bottles and beer are allowed in the dormitory at Baker House.

The MIT community gathered to honor Yitzhak Rabin, the slain prime minister of Israel, in Lobby 7 yesterday afternoon.

The poster fire at Baker House prompted the evacuation of the building.

The MIT Study finds university patents add billions to the economy.
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- Police Log
- Tom Thumb's claymation excels at revisiting
- Britttle Theater, Harvard Film Archive offer outstanding films this week.
- Football ends season at-3-5 with 20-6 loss to Bentley.
- Women's cross country takes second place in conference.

The Weather

Today: Rainy, gusts, 54°F (12°C) Tonight: Rain, 59°F (15°C) Tomorrow: Cold, 46°F (8°C)

Details, Page 2
Weather

Rabin's Plain

By Gerard Roe

Finally we are going to break the pattern of weekend cyclones with a midweek storm that threatens heavy rain for most of the east coast. The weather is being driven by a strong upper level trough pooling across the country. Such an upper level configuration often precipitates surface development and this situation is no different. Two low pressure systems will move inland and the one to the south - will merge Tuesday to from one large system aligned nearly north-south, producing strong winds in supply southerly winds ahead of the cold front. Middle- and high-level clouds in the timing auger the precipitation to come. Light rain is likely during the afternoon, heavy showers Friday evening and continuing through the week with totals of around an inch. As the lower half of this system swings out into the Atlantic we will be left with strong northerly winds in the eastern half of the country, this will be the coldest air of the season. There is the possibility that the higher parts of western Canada will see a snowfall late in the week. We will see temperatures climb to the 70's with the end of the cold front. There is one positive feature to the frigid air - it is substantially dry. In the longer term, the cold temperatures are likely to be flushed out, but only briefly, on Friday as a succeeding cyclone threatens the east coast once more over the Veteran's Day weekend.
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Debt Nears Legal Limit; Financial Default Possible

By Jonathan Peterson

WASHINGTON

Maneuvering to avoid a looming de facto financial default, the Treasury Department said Monday it would formally suspend its obligations of $31.5 billion in borrowing it had scheduled for this week.

The decision to delay Treasury auctions planned for Tuesday and Wednesday was the latest salvo in a bitter dispute between Congress and the White House over the $4.9 trillion public debt, which is expected to hit unprecedented levels by the end of the month.

Although U.S. investors widely expect the government to extend the deadline that will avoid a humiliating default by the federal government, foreign investors have been more wary.

These concerns were reflected in the currency markets Monday, where the dollar lost against the Japanese yen, German mark and other currencies.

The federal government is now operating within a hair's breadth of its credit limit, which has been raised several times over the past few weeks.

"The decision to delay Treasury auctions is a positive move," said President Clinton's economic aide, Larry Summers, in a telephone interview. "It will give investors some breathing space to strengthen their positions."

"This is a very positive move," said White House press secretary Mike McCurry.

The Treasury Department has been working with Wall Street investors to work out a solution to the debt ceiling problem, which is due to expire Wednesday.

"The government is inLimperiling the financial system, which is the world's largest," said White House economic aide Larry Summers.

"We are concerned about the potential for financial instability," said White House economic aide Larry Summers.
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The Supreme Court on Tuesday narrowed the boundaries of a major criminal justice reform approved by Congress and the president, saying it had found it to be unconstitutional. The court ruled in a case involving a defendant who was convicted of a drug offense, that the law was unclear and that it was not properly applied.

The ruling, in the case of United States v. Mitchell, came in a case involving a defendant who had been convicted of a drug offense and sentenced to a federal prison. The defendant had challenged the constitutionality of the law, which was intended to reduce the number of drug offenders in federal prisons.

The court held that the law was too vague and that it was not sufficiently clear to the average person to allow for a fair trial. In particular, the court held that the law was too broad in its application and that it did not provide sufficient guidance to the courts.

The decision was a victory for the defendant, who had argued that the law was too vague and that it was not properly applied in his case. The defendant was eventually released from prison and deported.

The decision was also a victory for the government, which had argued that the law was properly applied in the defendant's case. The government had argued that the defendant had been properly sentenced under the law.

The decision was seen as a major victory for the criminal justice reform movement, which had worked for years to reduce the number of drug offenders in federal prisons. The decision was also seen as a major victory for the defendant, who had been wrongly convicted and unfairly sentenced.

The decision was also seen as a major victory for the courts, which had argued that the law was too vague and that it was not properly applied. The decision was also seen as a major victory for the defendants, who had argued that the law was too broad and that it did not provide sufficient guidance to the courts.
Random Hall Deserves Institute’s Attention

A blocked chimney is only one of many problems that Random Hall has experienced over the past several years. Unlike previous problems, however, the recent fire and the consequent evacuation have finally brought attention to the substandard repairs and lack of attention paid to Random by the MIT administration.

Institute officials have ignored the problems of Random Hall for too long. Random Hall’s chimney may or may not have been deliberately blocked, but it seems clear that if the dormitory remained in its current condition, residents would have had dire consequences. In addition to the evacuation last weekend, sewer drain blockages have caused water and sewage to flood the first floor, bringing attention to Random’s old, worn out plumbing. Simple maintenance—such as chimney cleaning or more regular plumbing maintenance—may have ameliorated these problems, or averted them altogether.

With less than 100 residents, Random has less clout and influence than the other dormitories. As a result, problems may have been reduced when plans for closing the dormitory in the not-too-distant future are considered. The small size of Random has allowed MIT to treat Random residents as second-class citizens, subject to worse conditions than residents of other dormitories. If any one of Random’s problems had plagued these other houses, repairs or renovations would have been more quickly forthcoming. It is a travesty that it takes a sewage blockage and a complete evacuation to get the administration’s attention.

Random’s status as a temporary, off-campus dormitory has kept the dorm teetering on the brink of falling city building standards. Although MIT officials have suggested that Random may close within ten years, they have given no exact date. Presumably officials do not want to invest money in a massive renovation of a temporary dormitory. At the same time, neither has the Institute revealed any plans for a permanent replacement for the dormitory. Instead, housing officials have offered only temporary fixes to the hall’s chronic problems.

Housing officials have urged Random residents to report problems rather than tolerating conditions as they had before. Although this is a step in the right direction, the move is by no means a sufficient response to Random’s difficulties.

As long as Random is one of MIT’s dormitories, it should be held to the same standards of livability. If the dorm is to be closed, MIT needs to present a public plan as to how Random will be replaced once it is removed. Instead, housing officials have offered only temporary fixes to the hall’s chronic problems.
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Join Jon Ayers, Vice-President — Strategic Planning of United Technologies, to learn more about Careers in the Company of Ideas.

Don't miss UTC’s reception for MBA students!

Date: Monday, November 13
Time: 6:00 p.m.
Place: Main Dining Room East

Opportunities:
- Finance
- Human Resources
- General Management
- Manufacturing
- Field Operations
- Marketing

Careers for people with the next Big Idea.
As an MBA at United Technologies Corporation, you’ll be asked to share your vision where being first is second nature. We offer a variety of entrance programs that reflect the decentralized nature of our corporation. Whether you join us as a direct hire or participate in one of our Leadership Associates programs, you’ll have a chance to chart your course to tomorrow.

A word about Jonathan Ayers
A graduate of Harvard himself, Mr. Ayers was recently appointed to the position of Vice-President of Strategic Planning for UTC. Mr. Ayers joins UTC from Morgan Stanley & Co., where he was a principal in corporate finance. In his 9 years with that firm, he held a range of executive positions in the corporate finance and mergers and acquisitions areas. A 1978 graduate of Yale University, Mr. Ayers received his M.B.A. from the Harvard Business School in 1983.

Otis Elevator: The fastest way to the top.

Carrie Magnificence in cooling.
THE ARTS

Claymation in Tom Thumb excels at being revolting

The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb is a claymation piece that goes out of its way to be revolting. The protagonist is a stem-sized blob of clay whose ill-fated life was begun when the corpse of a black fly fertilized a human egg and was implanted inside a hapless human mother (Deborah Collard). In Tom Thumb everything that can go wrong does.

Although Tom’s parents take kindly to their mutant baby, Tom’s childhood is interrupted when evil men in black coats raid Tom’s plastic dollhouse and take him to a factory of doom. It is extremely difficult to follow the plot in Tom Thumb. However, the ubiquitous presence of tiny creatures and odd details makes the film moderately viewable and wide open to symbolic interpretation. For example, Tom’s father (Nick Upton) keeps a pet mouse in a little cage, strung up by its feet. But that’s not the strangest part: the tiny ball of gray fur is wearing purple high heels. If one were to link the high-heeled mouse with unusual lack of women and the purple-caped drag queen who comforts Tom’s father after his son’s abduction and his wife’s death, it would be possible to make a case that The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb is really about the horrors of keeping homosexuality in the closet.

The factory that young Tom is abducted into is crawling with caged after cage of half-dead, screaming creatures (or parts of them) that are sustained in vats of colored nutrient solutions and upon whom cruel experiments are being performed. In one cage an eyeball dangles from its tendril, in another a blue “human” hand taps incessantly against the side of its glass cage. “KILL me,” it whispers.

Little Tom wreaks havoc on the lab by bumping a lever and putting an end to the creature’s suffering. Frightened by his actions and fearing for his life, he escapes down a chute into the mark of a toxic waste dump. After Tom escapes from the awful laboratory terrace in front of every light, only to be smashed to pieces when every wall and every table, every surface shown in the film has some sort of insect crawling across it. Large winged insects flut- ter in front of every light, only to be smashed or ingested by the humanoid giants. Do not watch this movie immediately after eating a meal. In fact, don’t watch this movie at all unless you have a deep and profound interest in (or tolerance of) the foul and grotesque.
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Outstanding films around Harvard Square this week

DIFFERENT SCREENS
The Brattle Theatre, 40 Brattle Street; Harvard Film Archive, Carpenter Center for the Arts (basement), 24 Quincy Street.

By Stephen Brophy

Last week was one of my favorite kinds of weeks—the new Brattle Theatre and Harvard Film Archive schedules arrived within a few days of each other. I peeked through like gardeners do to their seed catalogues, dreaming about the movies I will be seeing as they were intended to be seen. In the next two months, I will be seeing lots of Cary Grant, Louise Malle, and drag queens at the Brattle, and new African, Iranian, and abstract films at the Archive.

Two absolutely must-see films are screening at the Archive this week: Kazuo Kurosawa’s early No Regrets for Our Youth, and Peter Weir’s first feature, Picnic at Hanging Rock. Kurosawa made No Regrets just after World War II ended, during the American occupation of Japan. In it he tells a story based on a true incident, involving people accused of spying and treason because they opposed the war. This is the only Kurosawa film in which you will find a strong female protagonist, and you might enjoy comparing MIT in the nineties to Japanese universities in the thirties.

Peter Weir no longer likes his first feature, Picnic at Hanging Rock, so he has withdrawn it from distribution, possibly permanently. Fortunately, the Harvard Film Archive owns a copy, and they dust it off every three or four years and give us another opportunity to contemplate its mystery. Also based on a historical event, the film covers the events leading up to the disappearance of two school girls during a day trip to a mountainous area in Australia. In real life the girls were never found, and the movie doesn’t try to make up any explanation for their vanishing. This weeks contestants will be: Reservoir Dogs and The Grifters, which highlights the great acting of Angelina Jolie, John Cusack, and Annette Bening. Finally, on Sunday, you get another chance to see John-Cay Missy Play Ed Wood, and Ed Wood play host in Glen or Glenda.

We’re very fortunate to have the Brattle and the Archive in our neighborhood, but they don’t begin to exhaust the possibilities for serious filmgoers in the Boston area. In coming weeks I hope to introduce you to places like The Coolidge Corner Theatre, the Museum of Fine Arts, and the French Library. And don’t forget that LSC and many other MIT organizations make many movies available right here at the Institute. This is a great place for movie lovers.

---

No Regrets for Our Youth
Nov. 11-12; 8 p.m.
Ed Wood
Nov. 13; 7:30 p.m.
Elevator to the Gallows
Nov. 9; 5:45 and 9:20 p.m.
The Lovers
Nov. 9; 4 and 7:35 p.m.
La Dolce Vita
Nov. 10-11; 3:30 and 7 p.m.
His Girl Friday
Nov. 12; 12:30 and 7:25 p.m.
I Was a Male War Bride
Nov. 12; 1:30, 5:20, and 9:15 p.m.
Reservoir Dogs
Nov. 12; 3:45 and 7:55 p.m.
The Grifters
Nov. 13; 5:40 and 9:50 p.m.
Ed Wood
Nov. 14; 7:30 p.m.
Glen or Glenda
Nov. 14; 6 and 10 p.m.
THE TOAST OF THE N.Y. FILM FESTIVAL!

"SMART AND FUNNY. A rare auspicious directorial debut. A stunner NO EXIT."

"CONFIDENT COMIC STYLE mixed with urban cleverness and a hang-loose social structure."

"LOVELY, UNDERSTATED with a perfect ensemble cast." "A DELIGHTFUL COMEDY! AN AUDIENCE PLEASER!"

"GENEROUS, WITTY COMEDY. One-liners who like bullets in a western."


delivering...

CONSIDERED BY THE CARS OF NEW YORK CITY.

OPENING EXCLUSIVELY ON NOVEMBER 10
HARVARD SQUARE CINEMAS 5, CAMBRIDGE

WHICH THE FUTURE HAS A PULPIT.

TRILOGY
ONLY THE BEST

Why is working at Trilogy such an incredible opportunity? We are one of the nation's fastest growing software companies, and we are dramatically changing the way products are bought and sold. Our patented technology enables corporations to achieve new levels of profitability, customer satisfaction and competitive advantage. Fortune 500 companies, including AT&T, Hewlett-Packard and Boeing, have embraced our software to drive their sales re-engineering initiatives.

Ranked one of Fortune's 25 Coolest Companies, Trilogy offers recent college graduates a level of responsibility that cannot be matched anywhere else. With this responsibility comes hard work, but it also brings big rewards. If you have the intelligence and drive to succeed in one of the most aggressive environments in the high tech industry, then you belong at Trilogy.

THE INFORMATION SESSION

TIME: 7 P.M.
DATE: WEDNESDAY, NOV. 8TH
PLACE: FLATTop JOHNNY’S
ONE KENDALL SQUARE BLDG. 200

VISIT THE TRILARK SITE AT HTTP://WWW.TMRILARK.COM

JIM'S JOURNAL
by Jim

Today I had to clean my kitchen.

I scrubbed out the sink, mopped the floor, and everything

Mr. Peterson watched, but was too scared to get any closer than a couple of yards away.

After I was done, she cautiously stepped into the kitchen, sniffing the floor and the air.
The future of the program has been uncertain in light of an increased availability for overhead costs. UROP availability was very discouraging during the fall 1994 term, right after federal regulations requiring UROP funding to pay for indirect costs and employee benefits went into effect.

Departments report little change in the number of student UROPs in the department. This is partly because political science professors do not have as much access to funding as other departments. In addition, students need money and prefer UROPs for pay, Weiner said. The number of UROP students in the Department of Material Science and Engineering has remained fairly constant, said departmental UROP coordinator David K. Roylance.

Even with the higher overhead charges, "UROPs are still quite economical compared to research assistants," Roylance said. Roylance's decision to take on UROP students has not been affected in any way by the addition of overhead charges. "If funding was available for the overhead, then I get a much better deal, having a UROP on the project doesn't add all that much to the overall budget," Roylance said.

Roylance said that he has not encountered any colleagues — not many, really — who simply find the overhead charges philosophically objectionable and have stopped hiring UROPs for that reason.

"Because of limited funding, the Department of Biology decided last year to no longer offer any for-pay UROPs during the fall and spring semesters. Professor of Biology Gene M. Brown, the UROP coordinator for the department, said that "things haven't changed a whole lot." "Most biology majors are quite willing to take UROPs for credit," because the department allows students to use UROP credit to satisfy part of their laboratory requirement," Brown said.

Companies to help fund UROPs

The UROP Office has initiated the Undergraduate Corporate Research Fellows program to allow companies to fund full-year research projects.

According to the office, companies can fund a research project "with a particular design or product outcome in mind" over a full academic year. The program would cost the company $5,475 per student, which would include the student's stipend, the cost of materials, and administrative expenses.

A company also has the option to ask a student to perform more "exploratory or broad-based research" in an area of interest to the company. This kind of project would cost the company $8,260.

The program is meant mainly for juniors and seniors who are willing to work throughout the academic year, including the Independent Activities Period.

The Department of Materials Science and Engineering provides departmental funds for freshmen in UROPs who demonstrate superior performance in MIT work to date," Roylance said.

"Political Islam between Islamo-Nationalism and Fundamentalism"

Tuesday, November 14, 1995
4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
E51-095
70 Memorial Drive
Cambridge

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sponsored by the Center for International Studies
BOOZ·ALLEN & HAMILTON

We invite all MIT seniors to meet us and learn about unparalleled global opportunities in management consulting.

Date: Thursday, November 9, 1995
Time: 8:00pm
Place: Faculty Club Theatre Room
Reception to follow

Tell us what you think!

Send letters to:
letters@the-tech.mit.edu.
Join the networking team at the Harvard Business School!

We're looking for a senior level lan administrator with strong Netware experience to help build our campus network. Netware 4.1 experience necessary. UNIX and SLCron, experience a plus. Primary servers now running 4.1, MS mail and clients running Windows for Workgroups and Windows 95. Duties will include direct support for 8 Netware servers, ensuring data security, maintaining backups and virus protection, and implementing server redundancy and remote access.

Please mail or Fax resume to:
Harvard Business School, Office of Operations, Soldiers Field, Boston, MA 02163
FAX (617) 496-8153

QUEST

You are about to embark on a quest for personal and professional satisfaction. We invite you to begin by exploring the opportunities at Strategic Decisions Group, the world leader in decision consulting. Join us to learn about SDG's rapidly growing global practice, distinctive culture built on shared values and mutual support, and excellent opportunities for advancement.

SDG
STRATEGIC DECISIONS GROUP
Boston + Menlo Park + London + New York

SDG Informational Briefing
Monday, November 13, 1995
6:00-8:00 p.m.
Cambridge Marriott Hotel

Off Course

By H. Ayala

MEANWHILE, BACK AT MIT...

LOOK AT WHAT SOMEONE WROTE ON CHIP.

WHAT?

IS THAT FROM HIS MOTHER, OR A DATING SERVICE?

HE IS A NICE GUY WHO IS ALWAYS AVAILABLE.

ONE PERSON SAID HE WAS BORING.

IT'S ACTUALLY FROM THE STUDENTS IN THE CLASS THAT HE IS A TEACHING ASSISTANT FOR.

THAT'S MORE LIKE IT.

NEW ANIMALS.

NEW ADVENTURES.

SAME HAIR.

Jim Carrey

NEW ANIMALS.

NEW ADVENTURES.

SAME HAIR.

ACE VENTURA

WHEN NATURE CALLS

HAS A PLACE ON THE WEB!
http://aceventura.com

THEY'RE COMING.
Mideast’s Future Left in Doubt

Rabin, from Page 1

tantly, a man of peace,” Vest said. “We need to take this great tragedy and think about the lessons of his life.”

“We were all shaken to our very core... having lost a great leader, man, and a fellow human being,” Rosenblum said during the service. “It was a dark and tragic day; it was a terrible loss for all Jews, all lovers of peace, and everyone else of Israel.”

Rabin was a politician whose convictions lured him to action, Schwartz said. He was a leader of universal proportions, and now that he is dead, “the rest of us are left without a direction.”

“When I heard the news, I was in shock and disbelief,” Rosenblum said. “I became speechless. No one can imagine something like this ever happening.”

“I have been walking around numb since I heard the information,” she said.

Accomplishments remembered

Rabin’s actions demonstrated the true meaning of courage, Schwartz said. He exemplified both the courage to overcome the enemy and declare war, and the courage to keep peace. “He was a hero in war and peace,” he said.

“Rabin was a leader of the visionaries, but he also knew when to stop and say enough,” Fisher said. “Rabin had a vision and carried it out.”

“Kofi Annan was a very talented and strong-willed man who could push through something like [the peace process] in the course of many years,” Rabin believed in making peace with his enemies, said Dean of the School of Humanities and Social Sciences Philip S. Khoury. With friends, there is already peace. “All this was destroyed because of a bullet from within,” Schwartz said. Jews have lost a leader and lost hope because of a bullet that came from within.

“It is especially a sad day for me because Rabin was not killed in war, but was assassinated by his own people for his efforts of peace,” Fisher said.

“For too long, the religious right-wing has been a significant and formidable minority,” Khoury said. “They want to destroy the democratic state of Israel and create a theocracy state in which government and religion would be unified.”

“The goal of the religious right-wing is thus more alarming,” he said. “They are not only against Rabin’s policies but also the secular government as a whole.”

“The pain is tremendous,” Schwartz said. “Jews have lost a leader and lost hope because of a bullet from within.”

“Terrorism is terrorism,” Khoury said. “The goal of the religious right-wing is to destroy the democratic state of Israel and create a theocracy state in which government and religion would be unified.”
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No other profession has this power. The power to wake up young minds. The power to wake up the world. Teachers have that power. Reach for it. Teach.

1-800-45-TEACH.

Reach for the Power. Teach.
No other profession has this power. The power to wake up young minds. The power to wake up the world. Teachers have that power. Reach for it. Teach.

For Information call:
1-800-45-TEACH.
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"I never knew interviewing could be so fun!"
-Successful job seekers

CASE INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
Wednesday, November 8
7 PM
Room 4-163
Learn how to succeed in a case study interview
Sponsored by...

Course 15 Undergraduate Program
253-8614

SUMMER STUDY
IN
Washington, DC
GRADUATE • UNDERGRADUATE
STUDY ABROAD • HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

175TH ANNIVERSARY 1821-1996
1ST SESSION: MAY 22
2ND SESSION: JULY 8

For information call (202) 994-6360, Fax (202) 994-9133
or write us at 2121 Eye St., NW • Washington, DC 20052
for our Summer Sessions Announcement
E-mail: sumprogs@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu

GW is an equal opportunity institution.
rookies
by willy ziminsky

WE'RE HERE FOR THE DROP!

O.K....
GENTLEMEN, WE NEED YOU TO GO UNDERCOVER...

HARD TIMES HAVE HIT THE INDUSTRY, WE NEED YOU TO INFILTRATE THE OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND FIND OUT HOW THEY SUCCESSFULLY DEFY REALITY. START WITH THE MOST BANDING OF THEM ALL...

THE MATH DEPARTMENT.

TRULY MYSTERIOUS 8/..

TAKE THESE SECRET GEMS WITH YOU...!

---

The MIT Caribbean Club presents

Caribbean Weekend

Come involve yourself in the culture and current affairs of the Caribbean Region

Talk
and express your views on the issues at
The Internet in the Caribbean
An Open Panel Forum and Business Expo
Friday 10th November, 10:00am - 6:00pm
Room 1-390

Cultural Show
Saturday 11th November, 3:00pm

Sing
along to your favorite melodies and rhythms at the
Caribbean Buffet
Saturday 11th November, 7:00pm

Dine
on the region's mouth-watering specialties at the
Cultural Show
Saturday 11th November, 3:00pm

Wine
prance and express yourself at the
Party
Saturday 11th November, 10:00pm

For more information: Contact Shiva Sandy (email: sssandv@mit.edu, phone: (617) 225-8356) or check out the Caribbean Club Homepage: http://www.mit.edu/activities/caribbean/home.html

---

Ethicon ENDO-SURGERY, INC.
a Johnson & Johnson Company

WILL BE ON CAMPUS RECRUITING NOVEMBER 8-9, 1995

WE OFFER EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES IN MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Please join us Wednesday evening, November 8 from 6 pm to 8 pm in room 4-159 for a company overview. Refreshments will be provided.

Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. is the leading manufacturer of medical devices used in endoscopic surgical procedures. Rapid changes in health care coupled with explosive growth in the number and type of medical devices available to the market have made Ethicon Endo-Surgery one of the most exciting new companies in the health care industry. We are looking for talented individuals who desire to contribute and learn in a fast paced, entrepreneurial atmosphere.
GET PAID TO BE A HACKER

Tech Hackers Inc. is a fast-growing financial technology firm founded by MIT alumni. Based in New York City, we build software products and customized systems for major securities dealers, brokers, investment banks and money managers.

Our software products are used by over 2,000 financial firms worldwide. Custom systems designed for our consulting clients are used to trade multi-billion dollar positions in a wide spectrum of securities.

We are seeking software developers to join us in the areas of:

- trading software products
- multimedia financial games
- trading systems consulting

We are looking for self-starters who genuinely enjoy programming. Our projects involve working with an array of development tools and platforms, advanced finance and mathematics, all in a high expectation and high reward intrapreneurial environment.

We are seeking people with a computer science background or substantial software development experience.

Come see us at the Career Services Office on November 16th and 17th or send your resume to:

Tech Hackers Inc.
50 Broad Street
New York, NY 10004
212-344-5500
resume@thi.com

http://www.thi.com

Tech Hackers Inc.

BE A PART OF IAP'S CHARM SCHOOL 1996
January 30, 1996

Give us your creative, zany ideas!

Develop imaginative, eye-catching publicity campaign

Design decorations and mini stage sets for day of event

Teach a subject

To get more information or to volunteer, call or email Rosanne Swire, x3-7642, rswire@mit.edu
CORNERSTONE RESEARCH
Financial and Economic Consulting

Analyst Career Opportunities and Summer Internships

Presentation:
Tomorrow, Wednesday, November 8, at 7:00 pm, Room 4-231

Menlo Park, California
Cambridge, Massachusetts

***************ATTENTION!!!!!***************

MIT SENIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS

Do you enjoy working with people?
Are you good at solving problems?

Become a
GRADUATE RESIDENT TUTOR
in an
UNDERGRADUATE LIVING GROUP

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED, PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF THE MANDATORY INFORMATION SESSIONS:

5:00PM-6:00PM in Bldg 4, Room 153

TUESDAY, NOV. 28TH
THURSDAY, NOV. 30TH
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 6TH

You may also come to the U.E.S.A. Residence and Campus Activities Office in W20-549, or call Pam at x3-6777 for more information and an application.

Application deadline is January 15, 1996
for the 1996-1997 academic year.
Jim's Journal

Today Ruth and I went driving around.

She was running a bunch of errands and I just came along.

by Jim

We went to a couple of stores, the post office, and places like that.

When we were done, Ruth said, "That was kind of fun, wasn't it?"

TWO TALKS FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN OPPORTUNITIES IN FINANCE

Tuesday, November 7

OVERVIEW OF THE INDUSTRY: MANY WAYS TO GET YOUR FOOT IN THE DOOR

Robert K. Weatherall
Director, Career Services, MIT

Thursday, November 9

PREPARING FOR A WALL STREET INTERVIEW

Terri Duhon (MIT '94)

Both talks at 5:00 p.m. in Room 4-163

Graduate Student Council

Next meetings:

APPC Nov. 9, 5:30
HCA Nov. 14, 5:30
Activities Nov. 16, 5:30
General Dec. 6, 5:30

Student nominations are now being accepted for the Faculty Committee to review the status of ROTC on campus. Applications are available at the GSC office (50-222) and must be turned in to the GSC office by noon on Nov. 9. All questions should be addressed to gsc-vice-president@mit.edu

The GSC will shortly be nominating 10 grad students to serve on the new Committee on Discipline.

At the next general meeting of the GSC we will be voting on an amendment to the GSC bylaws concerning committees of the GSC. The full text of this amendment will be printed in the Nov. 8th edition of the Thistle and can also be obtained by sending a request to gsc-secretary@mit.edu.

Night on the Town
Nov. 17

Nutcracker
Dec. 2

Ski Trip
Dec. 9

tickets on sale soon

More in the works...

All Graduate Students are invited to all our meetings. Most are held at 5:30pm in 50-222 and dinner is served.

Stay informed about all our events! Check out our web page [http://www.mit.edu:8001/activities/gsc/gsc.html]

Add yourself to our mailing list by sending email to gsc-request@mit.edu

Questions, comments, ideas? Give us a call at 3-2195 or send email to gsc-admin@mit.edu

GSC IM SPORTS

A League Ice Hockey
contact: amehta@mit.edu

D League Ice Hockey
contact: sjhanega@mit.edu

A League Basketball
contact: edtau@mit.edu

C League Basketball
contact: pswestbr@mit.edu

To get general info on GSC IM teams or to try and organize your own team, send email to gsc-im@mit.edu

Doctor's House of Pizza

offers free delivery service!

Large Cheese Pizza $8.95

Extra Toppings $1.00 each

Try our Gourmet Pizza Edges:
Sesame Seeds • Poppy Seeds
Pretzel Salt • Minced Onion
Minced Garlic

Also Available:
Pasta dishes • Subs/Grinders
Salads • French Fries • Burgers
Onion Rings • Calzones • Sodas

497-4849 49 Mount Auburn St., Camb. 497-4849

We are conveniently located about 1350 smoots away from MIT.
Please call us for late night delivery of all your favorite party foods.

Pasta dishes • Subs/Grinders
Salads • French Fries • Burgers
Onion Rings • Calzones • Sodas

497-4849 49 Mount Auburn St., Camb. 497-4849

The Tech
November 7, 1995

497-4849 49 Mount Auburn St., Camb. 497-4849
Speakers See Peace Continuing

Rabin, from Page 13

the one who convinced Rabin to carry out the agreements with Pales-
tinians and Jordan, Peres does not have the popularity and reputation
of Rabin, Khoury said.

Peres would have some trouble to have the kind of support Rabin
had, he said.

People believed in Rabin because Rabin himself made a transition
from making war as a soldier to making peace as a prime minister,
Khoury said. People trusted his judgments.

Rabin paid for his efforts toward peace with his life, and Jews
must continue his dreams, Schwarz said.

"Rabin turned his life and his tragic death into a massive symbol
of lasting peace," Khoury said. "And in the end, this may actually
help push the peace process along."

"I think this will force Israel to go through with the peace process.
Now the political opponent of Rabin will be silenced out of respect
for his memory," Katz said.

"Israel has lost its leader, it must not lose its way," Fisher said.

"I hope that the momentum for finding a workable peace will
move forward," Rosenblum said. "And I hope that all the countries
involved will continue this important task."

"I hope that this incident will take the wind out of the radical
right-wing group," Wolf said.

80,000 PEOPLE GAVE SOMETHING TO
THE IRS THIS YEAR. AND THEY CAN'T WAIT
TILL NEXT YEAR TO GIVE AGAIN.

They volunteered their skills
to people who needed help doing their
Taxes. And it made them feel great.
They didn't necessarily account-
tants. They were people, like you and
your club or group members, who have
a basic aptitude for math and a desire
to help others.

You know, you can help people with
what taxes them. And feel great, too.
To find out about the free IRS train-
ing program, call 1-800-424-1040 now.

A State of the Union Lecture

Professor Lawrence Bobo
U.C.L.A.

Discrimination in a Multi-Ethnic Labor Market:
The Los Angeles Story

Commentary by Professor Nathan Glazer, Harvard University

Thursday, November 9
5:30 PM
Room E25-111

Lecture Sponsored by the Department of Urban Studies and Planning
and the Dean of Architecture and Planning

CS First Boston

TECHNICAL CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

CS First Boston, a leading global investment bank, headquartered in New York City, is recruiting for its Technical Graduate Program in the Fixed Income Trading Technology (FITT) department. The FITT department is responsible for development and support of technologies and systems that are used by Fixed Income trading and sales personnel. The Technical Graduate Program is designed for bright college juniors and seniors. All interested Massachusetts Institute of Technology graduate students with technical and computer skills should submit their names through the career placement office.

SUBMISSION DATES:

Resumes are due by:
Monday, November 13, 1995

INTERVIEW DATE:
Thursday, November 30, 1995

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:

Erica Weiner
Manager, Fixed Income Recruiting
(212) 909-2952
The Boston Consulting Group invites all PhD students to a presentation:

A Career in Management Consulting: Demystifying What We Do

Presented by: Philippe Amouyal, Vice President
Philip Evans, Vice President
Ken Keverian, Vice President

- Thursday, November 16, 1995 at 7:00 p.m.
- The Marriott Hotel, Kendall Square, Cambridge, MA
- Reception to follow

The Boston Consulting Group is an international leader in management consulting. Our mission is to help our clients attain uncommon success by capitalizing on opportunities for growth and improvement. At this presentation we will discuss two examples from our practice and describe opportunities in management consulting at BCG for PhD students.
Football Ends Season at 3–5 Following 39–6 Bentley Loss

By Thomas R. Kettler

e-MAIL

In a game not as close as the score, the Bentley College Falcons defeated the MIT Beavers 39–6 Saturday at Steinbrenner Stadium. The defeat ended MIT’s season with a record of 3–5 overall and 3–4 in the Eastern Collegiate Football Conference.

Bentley’s victory gave them 30 straight overall, an NCAA record for this decade, surpassing the University of Miami’s 29 straight. The game was over in the first half as every series the Falcons had you turned into a touchdown, six in all.

The game started on a high note for the Beavers as Danne P. Stevens ’98 recovered a Joe Cerami fumble on the opening kickoff to give MIT the ball at the Bentley 41. However, they did not get a first down and punted. The Falcons then took the half at their own 10. They scored from a 12-yard touchdown pass. After an MIT penalty for illegal substitution, Ed Mazzuchelli crossed the finish line neck and neck, with times of 20:21 and 20:23, respectively. Klatsky was not far behind, at

The defeat ended MIT’s season with a 3-5 record and 3-4 in the Eastern Collegiate Football Conference. Following an MIT penalty for illegal substitution, Ed Mazzuchelli ran the ball 20 yards off tackle for a first down. However, they did not get a first down and punted. Later, they did not get a first down and punted. The Falcons then took the ball at their 27. They scored on a 33-6 lead. In the second half, Bentley pulled their starters to avoid running over 30 rushing touchdowns and have a reasonable chance at giving the Falcons a 2-6 lead. The missed PAT resulted in a half-time 39-6 score.

In the second half, Bentley pulled their starters to avoid running over 30 rushing touchdowns and have a reasonable chance at giving the Falcons a 2-6 lead. The missed PAT resulted in a half-time 39-6 score.

Women’s Cross Country Second in Conference

By Lauren B. Klatsky

The women’s cross country team finished second in the New England Women’s Eight Conference Championship at Clark University in Worcester on Oct. 28, behind Wellesley College.

While MIT lost to Wellesley by a score of 47 to 71, Tech coach Joseph A. Sousa was voted Coach of the Year for the conference. In addition, three team members won awards: Eve Phillips ’99 won the race and was selected Athlete of the Year and Rookie of the Year, and Janis H. Eisenberg ’96 and Lauren B. Klatsky ’97 were named to the All-Conference Team for finishing second and seventh, respectively.

This coming Saturday, the team heads to the University of Southern Maine to compete in the New England Division III regional qualifying meet. Strong performances by any of the top runners could send them to the NCAA Division III National Championship in LaCrosse, Wisconsin next weekend.

The hilly course at Clark was made even more challenging by incessant rain and muddy conditions the day of the race. Phillips and Eisenberg crossed the finish line neck and neck, with times of 20:21 and 20:23, respectively. Klatsky was not far behind, at 21:00.

The next three MIT runners demonstrated great teamwork by finishing in a small pack. Lynn D. Cornell ’97 placed 31st with a time of 23:23, captain Ann M. McAninch ’96 was 34th in 23:30, and Amalia Londono ’99 completed the course 36th in 23:31. Despite falling and cutting herself during the race, Robin C. Evans ’99 came in 41st with a time of 24:01. Susan L. Woodmansee ’97 rounded out the Engineers’ top seven at 24:51.

Phillips’ first-place finish marks the second year in a row that a freshman from MIT has won the NEWS Championship; Eisenberg won it last year and was granted the honor of wearing the number one jersey.

Write about your team for The Tech!

Call 253-1541 or stop by W20-483.

"Where do you want to go?"

"I don't know, where do you want to go?"

MasterCard. Accepted wherever you end up.
What's going on in the UA??

Class of 1995: Are you still on campus and working towards your undergraduate degree? If so you can be a UA Council representative. You just need to get 100 signatures on a petition: the two people with the highest signature totals will be reps. For more information contact ua-comments@mit.edu.

UA Committees: The following committees are looking for members:

Committee on Student Life: Meets tonight at 7pm in W20-401. For more information contact ua-csl@mit.edu

Social Committee: Meets Thursdays at 5:15pm in W20-401. Contact ua-social@mit.edu

Committee on Educational Policy: Meets Mondays at 6:30pm in W20-401. Contact ua-cep@mit.edu for more information.

The Student Services Re-engineering Committee is looking for undergraduates to form a continuous focus group. All interested undergraduates should contact ua-comments@mit.edu and/or studentserve@mit.edu ASAP.

The Faculty Committee on ROTC is looking at the future of ROTC at MIT: They are searching for student members. Contact ua-comments@mit.edu for more information.
PUT OUR JEANS ON